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Measurement and prediction of the speed-dependent throughput of a magnetic octupole velocity
filter including nonadiabatic effects
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A magnetic octupole filter set in a 90° curve produces'108 cold Rb atoms/s by filtering low-velocity
particles from a thermal source. We measure the speed distribution of Rb exiting the filter to be 3.5 K using a
Rydberg-atom time-of-flight scheme in which Rb is excited via the process 5s 2S1/2→5p 2P3/2

o →32d 2D. We
develop a general theory of the transmission and speed distribution of particles emitted from such a source
including nonadiabatic effects. A detailed Monte Carlo simulation using the theory accurately reproduces the
experimental results. We show that for Cs, Li, and Rb atoms and S2 molecules, nonadiabatic effects do not
dramatically effect the performance of the filter, and that the output flux temperatures for a wide variety of filter
configurations are well fit to a simple functional form.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ghaffari et al. @1# recently reported a ‘‘laser-free’’ cold
atom source. Their device consists of a Li atomic beam
rected into a curved magnetic octupole filter that remo
fast-moving particles, transmitting only those moving slow
enough to be guided away from the walls by the octup
field. Though Li can be easily laser cooled, this device off
the simplification of not needing an additional laser@1#.
Since it satisfies the primary condition of providing ultraco
samples of~magnetic! particles without using laser cooling
it offers an important opportunity to produce a continuo
source of cold molecules, for which laser cooling is not am
nable. If combined with an optical pumping scheme to co
tinuously load a trap, such as recently demonstrated@2# and
proposed@3#, the magnetic octupole filter may lead to
dense source of ultracold molecules.

In this work we model and experimentally investigate t
characteristics of the magnetic octupole filter. Our goal is
determine properties that will be critical to the use of t
device in ultracold atomic and molecular physics, pay
close attention to nonadiabatic processes that may limit
output. Specifically, we model the expected transmission
output speed distribution for the alkali-metal atoms6Li, 7Li,
85Rb, 87Rb, 133Cs and theK53, 9, 15, 21, 27, and 31 rota
tional states of S2 over a range of design parameters. We fi
that the output speed distribution for all of the cases stud
may be approximated using a simple effective tempera
@Eq. ~21!#. In the following section we describe the magne
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octupole filter as implemented in our laboratory. Section
discusses the theory of the motion of particles in the filt
including nonadiabatic effects. Section IV describes a Mo
Carlo simulation of the characteristics of the filter. Section
presents the expected transmission and a simple form fo
output translational temperature of the device. Section
describes a Rydberg-atom time-of-flight measurement of
speed distribution of Rb emitted from our filter, and compa
sons with our model.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE OCTUPOLE FILTER

The octupole filter is pictured in Fig. 1. Twelve 3-cm-lon
octupole filter segments are attached to a liquid-nitrogen
ervoir, forming a 90° arc of bend radiusbr5158 mm. Each
filter segment consists of eight permanent bar magnets
width a55 mm whose alternating north and south po
point toward the center of the filter segment, which is p
pendicular to the long axis of each bar magnet. Oppo
magnets are separated by a distance,d513 mm. The eight
bar magnets are assembled by gluing them onto the fac
plastic octagonal rod and then potting the assembly w
vacuum-compatible epoxy. After the epoxy cures, the pla
rod is broken off and the surfaces of the magnets are clea

Our filter is similar to that in Ref.@1#, but with several
modifications. First, our input is simply a piece of solid R
that we place about 1 cm outside the first octupole segm
rather than an atomic beam. Another important difference
that our filter magnets can be cooled to 110 K. This effe
tively eliminates an overwhelming background of room
temperature Rb otherwise emitted by our source. Finally
provide maximum confinement fields, our NdFeB magn
are contained within the vacuum apparatus.

The magnitude of the magnetic field is zero in the cen
and approximately 6250 G at the edges, as calculated u

nn

ty,
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NIKITIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 023403 ~2003!
commercial specifications for the magnetization. Slo
moving, low-field-seeking states of paramagnetic partic
are expected to move adiabatically in the filter, reflected
its high-field edges, and therefore always avoiding the c
magnet walls. We calculate the field by assuming an infin
straight guide with the lab-fixedz axis along the guide at th
center and ignoring edge effects at the points at which
guide segments come together. Each magnet is describe
a magnetizationMW directed radially inward or outward. Th
z component of the field is zero, and the magnetic field p
pendicular toz is calculated directly from the bound surfac
currents implied by the givenMW . The magnitude of the cal
culated field is shown in Fig. 2. To simplify the calculation
nonadiabatic transitions occurring near the center of
guide, the transverse components of the magnetic fiel
small r are approximated by

~Bx ,By!5B0~cos 3u,sin 3u!S r

aD 3

, ~1!

~Br ,Bu!5B0~cos 2u,sin 2u!S r

aD 3

, ~2!

where x and y, and r and u are the usual Cartesian an
cylindrical coordinates. Here,a is the square dimension o
the magnet andBo50.306m0M . The lowest field at the wal
occurs at the center of the face of each magnet~given by
3m0M /2p) and grows much stronger at the edges~Fig. 2!.
We define the quantityBw5(1/2)m0M to be an estimate o
the maximum field containing the particles.

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus. The slow-moving particles o
vapor emanating from a source placed directly in front of the oc
pole filter travels through the filter, an octupole guide, and ente
Rydberg-atom time-of-flight detector. To prevent a thermal ba
ground of Rb atoms, the filter is cooled with a liquid-nitrogen re
ervoir.
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III. THEORY OF MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE FILTER

In this section we develop a general theory of motion
an arbitrary particle with angular momentumJW and magnetic
momentmW traversing the octupole filter described above. O
model applies to any system with a linear Zeeman splitting
low-magnetic-field strength. The adiabatic motion of a p
ticle in a particular quantum state is determined by the fo
FW 52¹W U, whereU is the Zeeman energy of the particle
that quantum state and is only a function of the magnitude
the magnetic field,B(rW). Of course, only those states who
energy is lowered by decreasing the strength of the magn
field ~low-field-seeking-states! are guided. Particles startin
in, and those making transitions into, high-field-seeki
states are lost. OnceB(rW) and U(B) are determined,FW

5maW can be numerically integrated to determine the traj
tory. This is sufficient when the field changes slowly com
pared to the Larmor frequency of the particle. Under the
conditions, the magnetic momentmW tracks with the magnetic
field, and in the moving frame fixed to the atom, the ma
netic field does not change direction. Near the center of
guide where the field goes to zero, this no longer applies,
nonadiabatic transitions to untrapped states can occur.

To consider nonadiabatic motion, we examine the tw
dimensional projection of the motion through the field ne
the center of each octupole, where the magnetic sublevels
close together. In this region, Eqs.~1! and~2! apply, and the
Zeeman effect is linear. The forces are small enough that
assume the motion is along straight-line trajectories and
speed is constant. The time-dependent Hamiltonian that
scribes the evolution ofJW in the atom-fixed frame running
along a classical trajectory is@4#

HJ52bgJW •BW 2FẆ •JW . ~3!

Here, the first term is the Zeeman interaction, and the sec
is the Coriolis interaction that decouplesJW from BW . The lat-

ter is proportional to the angular velocityFẆ of the rotation of
the vectorBW in the atom-fixed frame.

a
-
a
-
-

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional cross section of the magnitude of
magnetic field in a section of the guide, whereBw5

1
2 m0M is ap-

proximately the field at the face of each magnet andM is the mag-
netization.
3-2
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MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION OF THE SPEED- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 023403 ~2003!
If we assume a straight-line trajectory of a particle tra
eling at a speedv0 normal to thez axis, which misses the
origin by a distanceb and using Eq.~1!, the magnitude of the
magnetic field and the angular velocity of the field rotati
are

B~ t !5B0

~b21v0
2t2!3/2

a3
, ~4!

Ḟ~ t !5
3bv0

b21v0
2t2

. ~5!

When a trajectory traverses the region of nonadiabaticity,
particle undergoes transitions between Zeeman levels.
transition probabilityPmm8

J from an initial stateJ,m to a
final stateJ,m8 is related to the probabilityp of ans51/2 to
s8521/2 spin flip of a two-level system by the Majoran
formula @5,6#

Pmm8
J

5

S 2J2m2m8

J2m D S 4J
2JD

S 2J1m1m8

J1m D S 4J
2J1m1m8

D p2J ~6!

3F(
r

S J2m

r D S J2m8

r D
3S 12p

p D [(m1m8)/2]1r

~21!rSr G2

, ~7!

Sr5

¦

S 2J
2J2m2m8

D
S m1m81r

r D m1m8.0

S r

r 1m1m8
D

S 2J2m2m8

2J D m1m8,0.

~8!

Here we have rewritten the Majorana formula in terms
binomials for computational purposes.

The quantityp can be calculated from the solution of th
time-dependent two-state problem of spin reversal. T
problem is formulated in terms of two coupled equations
the probability amplitudesa61/2 for being in thes51/2 and
s521/2 states:

ȧ1/25Ḟ expS 2 i E
0

t

v~ t !dtD a21/2, ~9!

ȧ21/252Ḟ expS i E
0

t

v~ t !dtD a1/2, ~10!
02340
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wherev(t) is the Zeeman energy in angular frequency un
Using Eqs.~4! and ~5! and introducing the dimensionles
time t5v0t/b, we can rewrite Eqs.~9! and ~10! as

d2a1/2

dt2
1S i j~11t2!3/21

2t

11t2D da1/2

dt
1

9

4~11t2!
a1/250,

~11!

where

j5
mBgB0b4

2\a3v0

~12!

is the dimensionless Massey parameter. Given a straight
trajectory, we numerically integrate Eq. 11 to the limits
t→2` and 1`. Without integrating to these limits, th
calculation is unstable and unreliable. If we assume tha
t52`, a1/251 and ȧ1/250, the transition probability isp
512 lim

t→`
ua1/2u2. We fit an equation of the form:

p5e2(pj)1/2
cos2~2.1j1/410.54j1/2! ~13!

to numerical solutions of Eq.~11! for several values ofj.
The agreement between Eq.~13! and the numerical solution
of Eq. ~11! is sufficient to use Eq.~13! in the subsequen
calculations.

For the case thatj is large, the probability of transitionp
is small andPmm8

J →dmm8 . This corresponds to the cas
where the Larmor frequency is large compared to the rate
change of the magnetic-field, and the magnetic field proj
tion is preserved absolutely. For the case thatj50, p51
andPmm8

J
5dm,2m8 . This corresponds to the case where t

magnetic field changes 180° instantly. The magnitude of
projection ofJW is preserved, but it now lies in the opposi
direction relative toBW . For intermediate values ofj andp, all
elements ofPmm8

J are nonzero.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TRAJECTORIES

We use the general formalism described above to num
cally simulate the trajectories of6Li, 7Li, 85Rb, 87Rb, 133Cs
and theK53, 9, 15, 21, 27, and 31 rotational states of d
atomic sulfur, whose ground electronic state is3Su

2 , an ex-
ample of a typical Hund’s case~b! molecule with an appre-
ciable magnetic moment. For most of the simulatio
presented here, the initial location of the particle is chos
randomly from a source consisting of a flat plate with a
ameter that matches the inner diameter of the filter and
placed directly in front of the first filter segment. As will b
seen in Sec. VI, the final speed distribution is sensitive to
size and placement of the source. The speed of the partic
taken randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distrib
tion of temperatureTsource, and the direction of the velocity
is chosen at random within the hemisphere above the p
source. The source temperatureTsourceis taken to be 300 K
for each simulation, except where otherwise stated.
3-3
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For the case of the alkali-metal atoms,J, m, andg from
the general formalism are replaced byF, mF , andgF . At the
low fields near the center of the filter,U(B)5mFgFmBB. At
the high fields near the walls of the tube, the electronic s
decouples from the spin of the nucleus. While the outpu
the different alkali-metal atoms is expected to be simi
because two mass scales exist at high and low magnetic-
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strengths, we simulate several alkali-metal atoms for co
pleteness. Thus, we use the Breit-Rabi formula forU @7#,
valid at all fields occurring in the filter.

The 3Su
2 ground state ofS2 is described by the nuclea

rotation quantum numberK, electronic spinS, total angular
momentum~excluding nuclear spin! J, and magnetic quan
tum numbermJ . The field-free energy levels are given by
E~K,J!5H BrotK~K11!2l2 f l@2K21#2gK, J5K21

BrotK~K11!, J5K

BrotK~K11!2l1 f l@2K13#1g~K11!, J5K11,

~14!
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2 1l222lBrot. ~15!

For S2, the spectroscopic constants areBrot50.3 cm21, l
512 cm21, and g520.006 cm21 @8#. Nuclear-spin statis-
tics dictates thatK is odd. The large value ofl leads to
splittings of rotational levels by several wavenumbers. T
is in contrast to the hyperfine states of the alkali-metal ato
that are split typically by a few tenths of a wave numb
This order-of-magnitude increase in interaction stren
causes the electronic spin to be strongly coupled to
nuclear axis at all points throughout the filter. It is therefo
reasonable to use a Hund’s case~b! coupling scheme
throughout, and assume that the linear Zeeman effect ap
at all points in the filter. The Zeeman energies are@9#

UK,J5mJgJKmBB, ~16!

where

gJ55
2ge

J11
, J5K21

ge

J~J11!
, J5K

ge

J
, J5K11.

~17!

Because the potential scales as 1/J for J5K61, but as 1/J2

for J5K, far less of theJ5K component of theK-state
triplet will move through the filter. This suppressed Zeem
effect is due to the fact that sinceJW5KW 1SW , if J5K, thenSW

is roughly perpendicular toJW . The nuclear rotation therefor
averages the projection ofSW on JW to be nearly zero, causin
the interaction of the electronic spin with the magnetic fie
to be very small. Since the magneticg factor of all molecular
states is inversely related toJ, we expect to guide only mol
ecules in the lowest rotational levels.

After determining the initial velocity of a particle, w
randomly choose an initial quantum state and integrate N
ton’s equations of motion using the potentials describ
above. SinceU is only a function of the magnitude of th
s
s
.
h
e

ies

n

-
d

magnetic fieldB(rW), and derivatives ofB2 are more easily
computed, we rewrite the force as

FW 52
]U~B!

]B

¹W B2

2B
. ~18!

An analytical form for the field valid everywhere in the filte
is found and differentiated. A bicubic spline toB2 and]xB

2

and ]yB
2 is carried out to allow for rapid evaluation of th

force to an accuracy of at least one part in 103. A variable
time step is used to ensure that the position of the part
does not change by more than 1% of the inner diamete
the tube, and the kinetic energy of the particle does
change by more than 2% during each such integration s
At each integration step the speed of the particle is adjus
to ensure a constant total energy.

We allow for the possibility thatm can change each tim
the distance between the particle and the center line of
filter becomes a minimum. We calculate the Massey para
eterj from Eq. ~12! for this crossing event, wherev0 is the
speed of the particle at the minimum distanceb from the
center. After determiningj, the probability that a spin-(1/2)
particle changes state,p is determined from Eq.~13!, and the
Majorana formula is used to find the probability that anm
→m8 transition occurred. By evaluating binomials rath
than factorials in the Majorana formula, the expression
stable forJ<34 for S2. After evaluatingPmm8

J , a new value
of m is randomly chosen from this weighted distribution.
an m changing event occurs, the total potential energy
adjusted to accommodate the change in Zeeman energy w
out changing the speed of the particle. In the region wh
nonadiabatic transitions occur, the energy difference betw
any two Zeeman levels is much lower than the kinetic e
ergy.

Trajectories are carried out until the particle hits the w
of the filter or exits the guide. The transmissionT is then
taken to be the fraction of trajectories that exit the guid
multiplied by the fraction of the initial velocity distribution
sampled. For the case of alkali-metal atoms,kTsourceis large
compared to the hyperfine splitting, so we assume equal
tribution of Zeeman sublevels. Only those that start in
3-4
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MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION OF THE SPEED- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 023403 ~2003!
upper hyperfine stateF5I 1S will be guided. We allow the
possibility of being in any Zeeman level of the upper hyp
fine state~themF52F state may make a nonadiabatic tra
sition into a trapped state before it is lost! and weight all our
final distributions by a fraction (2I 12)/(4I 12) to account
for those initially in the lower hyperfine state that were lo
For the case ofS2 , kTsource is comparable to the rotationa
splitting. The transmission of each state isnot weighted by
its thermal population, but each rotational level is simula
separately. The reported transmission will be the fraction
particles relative to the number originally present in t
given rotational level.

V. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION

We expect the output to depend on the magnetic fieldBw ,
the source temperatureTsource, the bend radiusbr , the inner
diameterd, and particle species. The fraction of trajector
that travel through the filter without hitting its walls obv
ously increases as the magnetic field strength increases.
vided the source temperature is greater than the final t
perature so that the speed distribution grows asv2 for the
range of speeds transmitted by the filter,Tsource does not
effect the output speed distribution and the transmission f
tion scales simply asTsource

23/2 . ~For this reason, except wher
otherwise stated,Tsourceis taken to be 300 K.! We study the
effect of changing geometry in terms of the ratiog5d/br . If
one assumes a simplified potential that is zero in the cen
and a step function to a maximum energy at the walls of
filter, then the transmission will be dependent only on
ratio g. As the device becomes smaller, the increased ac
eration needed to keep a particle in the circular orbit is p
vided by an increased frequency of collisions with the wa
We also expect the transmission for the more realistic a
batic force field@Eq. ~18!# to be relatively insensitive to the
physical size of the filter. Throughout this discussion we
the bend radius to that of our apparatus (br5158 mm). For

FIG. 3. Simulated transmission of85Rb as a function of field
strengthBw andg5d/br , whered is the inner diameter andbr is
the bend radius of the filter. From the upper to the lower curve,
plots correspond respectively tog of 0.04, 0.2, 0.12, 0.2, and 0.28
The points are the result of the Monte Carlo simulation, whereas
smooth lines are a fit to the points by the functionT
5const(Bw

3/2).
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computational purposes, the 300 K speed distribution of
source is truncated so that hopelessly fast particles are
considered, and the velocity direction is limited to a dive
gence of 35° forg50.01 to 85° forg50.32. We include any
particles that start outside these limits as lost in the fi
transmission, and we verified numerically that an insign
cant number of such particles exit the filter.

The transmission fraction coefficientT as a function of
field strengthBw and bend ratiog for the case of85Rb is
given in Fig. 3. We find that the numerical results forT are fit
reasonably well~to 10% accuracy! by aBw

3/2 power law. This
power law is exactly what is expected from a device th
simply filters out all particles moving with energy great
than a cutoff energy proportional toBw . Figure 4 gives the
transmission multiplied byBw

3/2 for 85Rb, 87Rb, 6Li, 7Li,
and 133Cs. The transmission of the different atoms varies
20%. As the geometry of the filter changes fromg50.32 to
g50.01, there is a slight increase in the transmission fr
tion. A more narrow filter allows faster particles to pass d
to more grazing incidence collisions with the walls. The i
put flux into the filter is expected to fall as the area of t
entrance to the filter, which is proportional tog2. The fact
that the transmission fraction is only slightly stronger f

e

e

FIG. 4. Transmission of Li, Rb, and Cs atoms divided byBw
3/2.

Solid squares and triangles are the simulated transmission. H
solid and dotted lines are fits of the simulated transmission to gu
the eye. Unfilled squares and triangles are simulated transmiss
assuming only adiabatic motion.
3-5
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NIKITIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 023403 ~2003!
small values ofg implies that slow molecule production wi
be greater for a filter of large inner diameter. We conclu
that the probability of an alkali-metal atom passing throu
the filter is approximatelyT.1026 (Bw /kG)3/2. Also shown
in Fig. 4 is the simulated transmission when complete ad
batic motion is assumed. We see that such an assump
overestimates the transmission by a factor of 20% for a n
row filter with g50.01. The reduction in throughput due
nonadiabatic motion becomes insignificant asg increases
and the frequency of passing through the zero-field reg
decreases.

Figure 5 gives the simulated value ofT/Bw
3/2 for S2 as a

function of J and K for g50.08 ~the ratio for the current
apparatus!. Notice that very little of theJ5K states is trans-
mitted compared to theJ5K61 states, as expected from th
weak interaction of theJ5K states with the magnetic field
Notice also that the effect of nonadiabaticmJ2changing
transitions is more dramatic for S2. For the alkali-metal at-
oms in the upper hyperfine state, nonadiabatic motion
lead to loss only whenmF852F. All the othermF8 states are
still low-field seeking in the high-field limit. For the case o
S2, all final states for whichmJ8gJK,0 will be lost. It is this
larger fraction of high-field-seeking final states that cause
more substantial loss due to nonadiabatic transitions. For
ample, forg50.08, the transmission of theK53, J54 state
of S2 is decreased by 12%. Finally, we note that as a fu
tion of magnetic field (750 G,Bw,9000 G for the alkali-
metal atoms and 750 G,Bw,6250 G for S2) we find that
the numerical results forT are still fit to 10% accuracy by the
Bw

3/2 power law.
To study the possible speed distributions of particles

iting the filter, we consider 226 different cases, specifica
for the atoms6Li, 7Li, 85Rb, 87Rb, and 133Cs, for field
strengthsBw5750, 3500, 6025, and 9000 G, forg5d/br
50.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.24, 0.28,
0.32. In addition to the alkali-metal atoms we examine
K53, 9, 15, 21, 27, and 31 rotational states of S2 for g
50.08 andBw56250 G. Figure 6 shows the predicted spe
distribution of 85Rb as a function ofBw andg. In agreement
with the previous analysis of the transmission fraction,

FIG. 5. State-dependent transmissionT for S2 divided by Bw
3/2

for g50.08. (g is the ratio of inner diameter of the filter to ben
radius.! Plus signs indicateJ5K11; circles, J5K; and minus
signs,J5K21. Large symbols indicate the calculated transmiss
whereas small symbols indicate the calculated transmission ig
ing nonadiabatic effects.
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speed distribution gets cooler as the magnetic field decre
or g increases. We definevc as the cutoff velocity: the maxi-
mum velocity of a particle leaving the source~in a direction
normal to the source plate! such that the collision energ
with the wall is less than the confining potential at a ma
netic fieldBw ,

vc5A2mcBw

m

21g

~4g1g2!1/2
, ~19!

where

mc5H 1

2
gFmB for alkali-metal atoms,

JgJKmB for S2.

~20!

When scaled to this velocity, the final speed distributi
P(v/vc) is nearly independent of initial quantum state a
magnetic field strength. Figure 7 shows the overlay of th
distributions as a function ofv/vc . Remarkably, all distribu-
tions with g.0.02 are reasonably fit to a Maxwel
Boltzmann speed distribution for the temperature

Teff5
~21g!2mcBw

3.5~4g1g2!kB

. ~21!

However, for g<0.02, the scaled distributions are cold
than predicted byTeff . Thus, for design purposes for man
applications, the temperature of the output flux can be e
mated with this simple formula.

n
r-

FIG. 6. Speed-dependent transmissionT(v) of 85Rb for various
magnetic fields and values ofg ~the ratio of inner diameter of the
filter to bend radius!.
3-6
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A glass vial containing Rb is placed in a thin-walled sta
less steel tube that is attached just outside the guide. The
is crushed with a pair of pliers, creating a source of Rb t
sits just outside the bottom of the first octupole segment.
numerical simulations of the output speed distribution c
quantitatively distinguish between initial conditions at th
level.

We probe the speed distribution of Rb emitted from o
filter using the method of Rydberg-atom time-of-flight spe
troscopy@10#. We probe Rb atoms located in an extracti
region between two plates separated by 8.84 mm~Fig. 1!.
The Rb atoms are first excited to the 5p 2P3/2 state using
lvac5780.241 nm laser radiation. This radiation is produc
from a Lambda Physik Scanmate IIe dye laser pumped b
nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG~where YAG stands for yttrium
aluminum garnet! laser ~Modified Spectra Physics DCR la
ser, Larry Wolford Services!. The lvac5481.754 nm output
of a second pulsed dye laser~Spectra Physics PDL I
pumped by a Continuum Shurlite! irradiates the Rb in coin-
cidence with the 780.241 nm laser radiation, exciting the
from the 5p 2P3/2 to the 32d 2D state. The 780.241-nm an
481.754-nm beams have a repetition rate of 10 Hz and
lindrically focused in a plane perpendicular to the time-
flight axis to 1.9 mm and 0.80 mm, respectively, as measu
by the razor blade method.

In addition to the successful 5s→5p→32d probe
scheme, several unsuccessful schemes were carried ou
rect ionization by 212.8-nm light led to a flood of bac
ground ions. Ionization using 322.893-nm light to excite t
9p state of Rb followed by photoionization with 1064-n
laser radiation did not lead to a background ion proble
However, because ions were created instead of neutral R
berg atoms, stray electric fields during the drift time caus
the probe to be insensitive to speeds on the order of 10
Direct excitation to thep Rydberg series using 296-nm las
radiation served well to measure the speed distribution of
from a simple room-temperature source, but the UV laser

FIG. 7. Dark lines are the scaled speed-dependent trans
sion T(v) of 85Rb, 87Rb, 6Li, 7Li, 133Cs, and S2 with K
53,9,15,21,27,33 at bend ratios ranging fromg50.02 to g
50.32, and fields ranging fromBw5750 G toBw59000 G. The
light line is the Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution at the te
peratureTeff given by Eq.~21!.
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diation produced too many background ions to measure
output of the filter accurately.

After waiting for a delay time of 0 –31ms, the excited
32d 2D Rb is field ionized by a 460 V pulse applied to one
the extraction plates. This pulse creates a 525 V/cm fi
which is maintained long enough to force the Rb1 ions into
a field-free time-of-flight region that is 50.8 mm in lengt
After traveling through this region, the ions strike a flat m
crochannel plate detector with a 25 cm2 active area. The sig-
nal current due to Rb1 ions is then recorded with a digita
computer. The time-of-flight for delay times between 0 a
31 ms are shown in Fig. 8. Under these conditions, t
spread in arrival time of the ions is determined by the spa
distribution at the time of the extraction pulse. When t
delay between laser excitation and pulsed field extractio
31 ms, Rb with a speed of 33 m/s moves closer to the de
tor by 1 mm, corresponding to the width of the cylindric
focus. The fact that the pulse drifts by roughly the origin
full width at half maximum of the 0ms delay pulse in 31ms
suggests that the mean velocity of the beam is close to
predicted by our model. To compare the observed time
flight spectrum to the predicted speed distributions of Fig
we run a Monte Carlo simulation of the time-of-flight app
ratus. We treat the position of the cylindrical focus as well
the beam width as adjustable parameters in order to ob
the best fit to the zero-time-delay spectra. The beam w
determined in this manner is 0.68 mm, which is in reas
able agreement with the measured value of 0.80 mm.

Simulated time-of-flight spectra for the speed distributi
resulting from the model~dotted line! are compared to the
data in Fig. 8. We believe the discrepancy is due to the mo
of the Rb source. For all calculations presented in the p
ceding section, the size of the source is assumed to be e
to the inner diameter of the filter. We now consider a syst
that more closely matches the experimental conditions.
assume a 1-mm-diameter source placed at the outside
of the octupole filter. In this case we expect more fast m
ing trajectories that graze the outside edge to make it thro
the filter. Thus we expect the small source to lead to
warmer distribution than the large source. The simula
speed distribution in this case is given as the solid line in F

is-

-

FIG. 8. Comparison of the measured time-of-flight distributi
of Rb ~thin line! to the expected distribution~thick line!. The
dashed line gives the expected speed distribution from a unif
source. The three sets of curves represent three different delay t
t between the Rydberg-tagging laser and the ionization pulse:
lower set corresponds tot50 ms, the middle set corresponds t
t515 ms, and the upper set corresponds tot531 ms.
3-7
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8. Thus the observed time-of-flight spectra is consistent w
the Rb at the source of our filter being concentrated at
bottom of the first octupole segment. However, we can
completely rule out the possibility that the distribution
hotter than expected from a uniform source because of
lisions that preferentially knock away slow moving particle

Numerical simulation of the experimental conditions ind
cates a transmissionT51.6 3 1025. The rate with which
particles leave the filter is simply the rate with which pa
ticles enter the filter multiplied by this transmission. To d
termine the input flux, the temperature of the Rb source,
placement of the source with respect to the entrance of
first octupole segment, the steering of cold particles aw
from the source by fringe fields, and the number of collisio
experienced by cold particles entering the filter, must
known. While these factors are difficult to know accurate
the strength of the ion signal observed provides an exp
mental estimate of the flux. By comparing the integra
time-of-flight spectra at short time delays to that of a sin
ion, we conclude that we observe approximately 80 Rb i
per laser shot. A study of the Rb signal as a function of la
power indicates that both the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2P3/2

o and
5p 2P3/2

o →32d 2D transitions are saturated, implying that th
Rydberg state is populated with an efficiency of'25%. By
taking account of the ion optics and the quantum efficien
of the microchannel plate~MCP! detector, we estimate tha
'50% of the Rb initially populated in a Rydberg state
detected. From these considerations we estimate thaN
'640 particles are in the volume of the laser radiation d
ing each laser shot. The probe laser is a distance ofdlaser
520 mm from the exit of the octupole filter, and unfocuse
fills a volume ofVlaser5400 mm3 in front of the 2.54-cm-
wide MCP detector. Assuming the particles exit the gu
uniformly in a hemisphere, the fraction of particles enteri
the laser volume isA/2pdlaser

2 , whereA is the perpendicular
cross-sectional area of the laser. The number of particle
the laser volume per laser shot is then given by the frac
entering times the transit time across the laser beam,w/ v̄,
G
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wherew is the transverse beam waist andv̄527 m/s is the
average output speed of particles exiting the filter, as de
mined from the simulations. The rate of Rb leaving the fil
is thus related toN by

Rfilter5S Vlaser

2pdlaser
2

1

v̄
D 21

N'108 particles per second.

~22!

VII. SUMMARY

We have investigated the properties of an octupole fi
for the production of cold atoms and molecules. We ha
found that the speed distribution of particles leaving the fil
is approximated by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
temperatureTeff that has a simple functional form@Eq. ~21!#.
The apparatus we constructed is predicted to produce a b
of Rb at Teff51.5 K. We developed a sensitive probe
slow-moving Rb atoms and observe a Rydberg-atom time
flight spectrum corresponding to a temperature ofTexp
53.5 K. This difference in temperature is shown to be co
sistent with the uncertainty in the geometry of the Rb sou
at the entrance to the filter. We predict that the transmiss
for the S2 molecule and a variety of alkali-metal atoms is
few parts per million. We developed a formalism for predic
ing the effect of nonadiabatic motion. While nonadiaba
motion is not overly important in the current experiment,
plays an increasingly significant role for smaller filter diam
eters and is likely more of a problem for molecules than
alkali-metal atoms. Finally, we observe a flux of85Rb
through our filter of about 108 atoms s21.
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